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Expedition
(Inspired by Sarah Kay’s spoken word poem “Private Parts”)
The first lust of my life only saw me naked.
There was so little time that our bodies didn’t leave enough space for words.  
He kissed me with his mouth open 
to travel and to explore.  
 
We became adventurers 
traveling into the unknown. 
He wandered through peaks and valleys, 
mountains and crevasses 
until he found my rhythmic treasure. 
I sailed into uncharted seas
currents and waves that left me breathless 
until I found that beating ruby of his.

Marveling in what we had stumbled upon,
our hands held each other’s heart
instead of poking or prodding for a way inside. 

Instead of an ear to listen
I gave him my waist and my warmth. 
Instead of a shoulder to cry on 
He gave me his hands and his 

Sometimes I wonder about his spaces, 
the inches, meters, miles, light years  
I would never explore 
the parts he kept private.  
But there were my spaces he never knew 
the moments, seconds, days, years
he would never travel  
the parts I kept private. 

Untouched. 

We gave exactly what we wanted
we took exactly what we needed 
and never asked for more. 
I didn’t know it was possible to save 
some things for myself.

~By Maura Johnston
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Upturned

I came upon a deer
That lay across an obscure path,
And the light the elm trees lent

Fell like three streams of champagne –
Effervescent, precious –

And so marveled at the beauty
And the stillness,

Its glinting chestnut coat,
The lean athletic lines

Of leg
Of spine

But
Drawing near

Heard flies
And, with my toe, exposed

The orchestra pit
Black,

Pulsing,
Rotted rubble of a church

Beneath white flying buttresses
Of bone

And all the champagne faded,
The beauty mocked and spoiled
By the jeering upturned wound.

I walked away reflecting
On the love I turned with you

~Grant Geary
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Flaws, Fatal

I, the moth that circles the flame too closely,
stupefied.

You, the moth that chokes on threads of a closeted sweater,
insatiable.

Flames sear,
sweaters unravel.

~Rachel Narozniak

Synonym for “Nicotine”

Oh to be the cigarette
perched so delicately between your fingers,

drawn closer to caress your lips,
to satiate your nicotine soaked desires,

and slowly kill you. 
Silky smooth self destruction; 

I think people have that same effect too.

~Rachel Narozniak
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Elevator Ride

Descend until pretend choices open their doors

To a heart in your throat and darkness swallows your memories.

Past future present disappear at the sight of darkness.

Invisible to the eye, blaring to the soul. But there is no soul.

No body either. Just emptiness.

Frightfully still, the abyss moves in on you before you can peek your head out.

Ascend with a cloudy head, disappointed at the lack of courage you suspected

Enchanted you. Glimmering gold like a heap of trash in August heat comfort you.

Something so grounded in treasure allows you to swivel your toothpick neck until it 

Splinters and you realize this is no better than someone else’s treasure. 

But it’s not as dark. Shiver off frosty suspicions that whatever still lingers from be-
low will never 

Be gone. You are color blind riding in an elevator with buttons of

Blue green red yellow purple black white

Sure, you choose what floor you want, but where you stop is something different. 

Is it a guessing game or do you know the whole time that the 

DO NOT PRESS button is the one that will get you to where you’re going?

~Eric Weber
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I sit alone.
The gun sits still on my lap.

A prickly sensation quivers down my spine.
With a straight mug I tell myself I feel fine.
In a heavy drift I lose track of time.
I lose sight of my reality; all I see are the blurred lines.

In awe of the painful memories the tears pour out. 
What is this feeling?
I search for answers atop my head on the crackled white ceiling.
In my daze I lose myself in a whirlwind of past beatings, am I dreaming?

I forget this is real life.
I forget I bleed at the tip of a knife.
I forget in my mind my conscious feelings of love and hate for him strife.
I forget to my heart, my mind is like its cheating wife.

His fist spins me in a senseless direction.
Amongst my words of murder 
And thoughts of suicide the blows perform the perfect dissection.
It shatters the glass between my subconscious and conscious into its digression.

I am one;
With the bullet in my brain 
That came straight from the pain 
Of my finger on the trigger of my gun.

~By Bryan Majano
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Darkness and Light
 
Two beings of pleasure measureless to man

Yet both with the power to destroy

When warming rays battle peaceful silence in my heart

When soothing quiet rages against the joy and might of light

Who do I choose?

For where Light can warm it can also burn and blister

For where Darkness can sooth it can also isolate and unwind the mind

So to whom shall I give myself?

Shall I burn in the blissful Light?

Or shall I loose myself in uncertain Darkness?

~Lismarie Vega

My iPod

My iPod is my 8 ball,
Shuffled songs dictate morning emotions,

On the walk to school I listen to
pleasing soliloquies:

Beautiful voices do the thinking for me.
On the walk to school I listen,
Blank faced and submissive,

A walk to school is forgettable.
Opinions brew throughout the day.

Earbuds in on the walk home,
no solos on.

I let my own soundtrack play: though
through less tangible wiring.

~Taylor Young
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Bart, Spelled B-A-R-F

Trouser-clad leg draped over the edge of my window, I tell you,
I never felt such a rush. Except for maybe that time
I gulped down Dad’s two forgotten cans of Duff, stashed,
behind a bowl of leftover asparagus casserole.

 I don’t need alcohol, Marge! he bellows. Oh yeah?
 Well, prove it, Homer, she dares. But we all know. 

Well, I fed that nasty mush to Maggie
but that beer was mine, mine, foam spilling past my lips
dribbling down the plaid shirt that Mom tells me Mary, like as in Jesus’s mom, 
personally sewed. As if I don’t know it’s from 
Jesus’s Consignment Shop, another
deadbeat store in this deadbeat town of 
Springfield. 
As if Mary would pick plaid over stripes. 

But hard-core lee-core like Duff is never
enough to curb the fire in my heart. I’m the son of devil-horned Spite, 
sometimes called Homer, but I’m also a
ten-year old warrior, backed by a cause named
trouble, spelled T-R-U-B-L-E 
or something like that. 

Fifteen feet below my bedroom window is blackness. I’d rather
jump down four times this length, that’s 70 feet, than
write “I will not cheat” six thousand times on the
board tomorrow, until my fingers are stained, painted 
with white chalk. Except. Except. Except.
When words are twisted to look like tihs instead of this
and when numbers are a mass of 2389472901 with no end in sight 
and when Lisa’s exam is right there, begging to be
copied, well…
don’t pretend you wouldn’t do the same. 
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In Springfield, we have a saying that
once you come, you stay for good. There’s nothin’
that’ll steal you away, not the birth of your great grandniece one town over
or news of Death outside your front door with a pickaxe.
Nothin’. A year ago, you tell me this and I woulda 
hawk’d a loogie at you the size of the booger in my right nostril. 
Now, I’m telling you that I think I’ve given up.

My name is Bart, spelled B-A-R-F and I’m a yellow creature
of habit, here to stay. 

~ Sean Lin
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New York Blues

Boys in blue
what have they done to you?
They took your shiny shields
and threw them in the fields of gun powder
and doused it in bloody lead;
then molded it into swords, with anvils and hammers,
by hands who seized power
to clean off your heads.

There’s riots in the streets, 
but can you hear the saxophones 
soothing 
sidewalks under city lights;
playing the blues?

Boys in blue
look what they’ve done to you.
They wrapped you in blankets 
and gave you blank bullets
to fend for yourselves at night, at day
without knowing what will come your way.
A train? A plane? A simple window pane;
being pierced by bullet-like fingers of blame?

They all turned away from the podium,
but did you hear the trumpets

tantalizing ears 
from train tunnels 

beneath;
playing the blues?

Boys in blue
look what they’ve made for you.

A hardwood box gnawed by termites.
You might also like to know that it comes 

with balls of charcoal and a match.
All it takes is someone to flick the tiny

phosphorus and potassium chlorate stick 
against the rough sandpaper and watch.

All I can hear are the bagpipes.

~Aaron Nell Millado
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~Ashley Kunnath
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Jack

Dear old Jack
All dressed in black
Standing in the dark
You called me near
And held me dear
Alone in the park
Just another day

Couldn’t wait for the pay
For just a little fun
But you had plans

And with your hands
Made there would be none

And as it seemed
Although I screamed

My voice didn’t carry far
With a rip

From tip to tip
You left me with a scar

There I lay
And to this day

You haven’t faced the blame
For the deed

That made me bleed
And showered you in fame

Dear Old Jack
They couldn’t crack

How you vanished without a sound
I wish I knew

The thing’s you’d do
That put me in the ground

~Lismarie Vega
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At the Station

At the station,
between the platform and the parking lot
rest all the lonely trinkets that time
(and passengers) forgot
or else thought keen to leave here, alone,
to atone,
or perhaps to keep the streets clear.
Amidst bottles, cups, cans, newspapers, rubber bands,
between a dragon’s hoard of unclean things,
a dozen or a hundred thin, whining voices sing—
“I kept rain off his shoulders,” “I was her favorite hat,”
and “Oh, see that? —this was her class ring.”
They fling their accusations up
from the knotted roots
and bring you down, bring your eyes
down, cling to your lingering frown
til you turn away, enraptured
by a train’s forlorn hoots.
You can count the advertisements left,
the transit tickets sounding high,
blown about and away, abandoned, and bereft.
A dollar coin, a billboard cleft
in twain, a soiled wedding train,
a hefty sum of memories, afraid and cringing in the rain—
you’ll never know so tenderly.
You’ve already boarded the train.

~Rachelle Adlerman
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Step by Step
 
 Corey says she is the king of the underworld. I tell her she can’t be the king of 
anything.
  “Why?” she says. She sounds how Corey would sound if her voice was 
raised two octaves and yanked through a sieve. Everything is a little bit hysterical.
 But I refuse to talk to her like she’s “crazy.”
 “You’re a girl,” I say. I shrug like it isn’t a big deal. That’s been my plan so far, I 
keep reducing everything to the level of inconsequentiality. But if you have to do that 
enough times, I guess it means there is something wrong.
  Corey is splayed out on her electric-blue striped bedspread like a psychotic 
starfish. I wonder if I think it looks psychotic because people keep telling me that’s 
what Corey is now. She freaked out some people at school because she didn’t go to 
class or eat for two days. She wouldn’t stop talking about upside-down shoes. She was 
telling everyone they were all going to find out soon. That something was coming. 
That there were upside-down shoes in the underworld.
 Her parents pulled her out for the semester and she came home. People keep 
talking about it, saying that she lost it because that girl Renee Holly went missing. 
Corey and Renee are- were - pretty close. No one will visit her but me. She doesn’t 
seem to remember that last winter we had a fight that we didn’t resolve before she left 
again.
 She keeps telling me about upside-down shoes, over and over.
 “I want to tell you something. It’ll be better to find out from me.”
 I’m supposed to listen to her, I think. But I’m determined to act like I always do.   
 “You already told me, Corey.”
 “Dana!” Her voice is shrieky. This isn’t a good day. Sometimes, Corey 
remembers what they tell her in therapy.
 “Fine.”
 Corey drops her voice low. “Listen. They’re going to come for you because 
you’re my friend.”
 “Corey-”
 “They want to be up here. They don’t have me yet, but they’re coming for you 
now. They want control. We walk with them. Step by step...”
 “Do you want to get pizza?” I say, desperately. But she can’t stop once she starts.
 “I’m doing the best I can. But if your toes hurt, just run. Please, Dana.”
 I wonder if I should get her mom. Mostly, I’m tired.
 “I’m going to get pizza, okay?” I say. “I’ll be right back.”
 “Did you hear me?” Corey says.
 “What kind do you want?”
 “If your toes hurt, run.”
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 When I’m outside I let out a shaky breath. She scares me when she’s like this. I 
want to have the old Corey back. Corey, my friend. I don’t want tiptoe around her like 
there’s a landmine or have to satiate her with gentle what-do-you-mean?s. Some days 
it seems impossible. There are tears in my eyes and I can’t tell if they’re from self-pity 
or helpless empathy. My toes hurt.
 My toes hurt?
 I stop there, but remind myself that I’m not the crazy one and press on.
 The sidewalk across the street from Corey’s house goes right past my house. My 
mom used to call it the roller coaster road when I was a kid because the roots of the big 
trees in many of the yards have rippled and cracked the cement. She would pull Corey 
and me across it in my wagon. I always wanted her to go just a bit faster.
 I think I trip over one of those roots. Or maybe it’s my own feet. Either way I’m 
falling, but I’m aware of my foot sinking down as if it were sinking into sand. I’m 
falling face first and throw my arms in front of me, bracing myself for the impact.
 I am swinging.  I am a pendulum attached at the feet. It takes me a second to 
realize I haven’t hit anything. Blood is rushing to my head, pounding like a thousand 
galloping horses with metal hooves. Woozy, I look down.
 I am standing on a mirror, a mirror covered in clear water. It is glinting like glass 
but moving like liquid. I can see myself on the other side. I’m muddled and on the 
cusp of panic but I can’t make myself move. My toes hurt.
 “Dana!”
 I glance toward the sound of my name, but the blood in my head rebels and I’m 
nauseous. I don’t know what I’m looking at, but I know that I am wrong within it. 
There is dankness I can smell, stale ungroomed earth. Are these people walking and 
running all around me in crisscrossed dripping catacombs? Are we all walking on 
reflections of ourselves?
 “Dana!”
 I find her. It’s Corey. She’s in trouble. There are seven people with their hands on 
her, they are blank-faced, they are detaining her. Dragging her toward a wound in the 
rock, the scar of a cavern. Is she wearing satin? She’s screaming at me.
 “Your shoes! Your shoes are upside-down!”
 When I look down again the world is toppled. I can see that I am really looking 
up. All of the people walking, and me, are dangling; our shoes are upside-down. 
Pendulums attached at the feet.
 Who is the person above me? If she is among the big rooted trees and cracked 
cement than where am I? She lifts her foot and mine moves with it. She takes my steps.
I scream.
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 I wake up on the sidewalk. I can barely open my eyes.
 “She’s bleeding.”
 “I think I can stop it.”
 “Can you hear me, Dana?”
 When I can see, there is a woman who looks just like Renee Holly. I think she is 
the only person I’ve ever known who went missing. Two other people are there, but I 
don’t know them.
 “Don’t worry Dana. We won’t let this happen to anybody else.”
 “What?” I manage to say. My head hurts, bloody hoof prints on my brain.
 “You’ll be the last one. I know you’re confused, but there’s still work to be done.”  
 She smiles like a mother, and it terrifies me.
 “Any friend of the king is a friend of ours.”

~By Mariah Eppes

~By Ashley Kunnath
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~By Aaron Nell Millado



Beer Cans and Vodka Bottles
~By Bridget Noel

 I have to lean my weight against the door to force it open. The floor is littered 
with crushed beer cans and empty vodka bottles. I slam the door shut behind me. My 
sister emerges from the kitchen, where she had been surveying the damage. 
 “Have you seen her at all?” I ask.
 Ally nods in the direction of the stairs. 
 I stomp up the stairs, careful not to trip on the beer cans. I ignore the “Keep Out” 
sign on her door and let myself in. Her room resembles the rest of the house, only, 
instead of beer cans and vodka bottles, her carpet is hidden by piles of clothes. I am 
pretty sure I see a couple of mice scurrying in the corner. I barely make out the outline 
of a person beneath the piles of laundry on the bed. “Get up!”
 “Go away.” Miranda throws a pair of jeans in my direction, knocking a half-
eaten, moldy sandwich off of her nightstand in the process. 
 I consider throwing the jeans back at her but can’t bring myself to touch anything 
in this room without gloves. “I’ve spent the last 72 hours at the hospital. I finally leave 
work and get a text from Ally, who worked two shifts at the restaurant, telling me that 
the house is, yet again, a disaster.”
 “I said get out.”
 I exit her room, only to return with the broom and the vacuum and the Lysol all-
purpose cleaner. I make several trips to the hall closet to gather more cleaning supplies 
until they barricaded her door. 
 “You don’t get to sulk all day and drink all night, Miranda. You’ve known 
Jackson for two years; Ally and I have known him his whole life. He’s our brother. 
That fancy ring on your finger doesn’t excuse you from contributing to taking care of 
our house.”
 She doesn’t bother to respond.
 Downstairs, I join Ally in the kitchen and marvel at the aftermath. Plates coated 
with remnants of last night’s dinner flood the sink. The counters are decorated with 
splotches of alcohol, juice, and coffee. The cabinets and drawers are all open and bare, 
save for a couple of open cereal boxes turned on their side and a forgotten can of baked 
beans. I start by washing the dishes, and Ally scrubs the counters before she leaves 
in search of a clean dishtowel. She returns in a couple of minutes with a folded bath 
towel. “This will do,” she shrugs.
 “What do we do about her?”
 Ally shakes her head. “I feel bad for her, but it’s been three months since 
Jackson’s deployment. You’d think she would have adapted by now.”
 “He’ll be back in eleven weeks. I don’t know if I can put up with her for that 
long.”
 The sound of the vacuum startles us. I rush to the foot of the stairs, half expecting 
to find the vacuum operating itself. Quietly, I tiptoe up the steps to catch a glimpse. 
Miranda is cleaning. 
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The Phantom Thief of Wonderland
Bandersnatch’s second heist has caught the attention of not only the Police Chiefs in Hearts, 
but the Queen herself! Does this mean that everyone will start taking Madeline seriously?

 “So he really is blonde and blue-eyed?” Marianne asked over the din of chatter.
 She, Madeline, and Mark had secured their own table in the Aortis Town 
station’s lunch room to make it easier for Madeline and Mark to fill her in on what had 
happened in the midst of White Rabbit’s studio two days ago. Enraptured by their 
story, she had barely touched her food.
 “Yes,” Mark replied his disbelief now slight apprehension. Madeline grinned; 
with him as a witness, she now had credibility.
 “An actual Outsider…” Marianne marveled. The blue-haired girl always babbled 
about going Outside the Federation. Marianne was probably thinking of ways to track 
down Bandersnatch for answers as they spoke. “How do you think he got in?”
 Madeline shrugged. “Doesn’t matter. What we need to focus on is catching him.”
 “And why he’s doing all this,” Mark added, “First, he steals the Gryphon’s Wing, 
then a fashion designer’s gloves. It doesn’t make sense.”
 The brunette was right; there was no rhyme or reason to the two thefts. Yet 
again, it was too early to make theories or try to find patterns—
 “Hey! Everyone shut up!” cried an intern near the television affixed to one of the 
red and white walls. “Something serious is on the news!” Said intern was greeted with 
jeers.
 “We already know about the latest theft!” screamed an officer.
 “Not that. Just listen!”
 While most officers returned to their conversations, others focused on the 
television, where a female news anchor stood before a gap between a row of small 
brick homes coated lightly with snow. Beneath her was a caption that read ‘Cassandra 
Thompson, Pulma Village’.

Serials

Missed a month? Want to see more? Visit theimaginate.com 

This is our serials section, where all our recurring stories are. Read on and 
be at the edge of your seat...until next issue! 
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 “We already know about the latest theft!” screamed an officer.
 “Not that. Just listen!”
 While most officers returned to their conversations, others focused on the 
television, where a female news anchor stood before a gap between a row of small 
brick homes coated lightly with snow. Beneath her was a caption that read ‘Cassandra 
Thompson, Pulma Village’.
 “Hey, Mark, isn’t that where you’re—” Marianne began, but Madeline shushed 
her.
 “…at 7 A.M. this morning, the elderly Ms. Wraithe was preparing breakfast 
when her house suddenly vanished. It is uncertain what the cause of this 
disappearance was, and scientists say it’s too early to assume that this is the beginning 
of another Vanishing…”
 A current went through the air. Every time a town Vanished, the people within 
it—and sometimes connected to it—along with knowledge about it, disappeared as 
well. No one knew why Vanishings occurred, and as twenty years had passed since the 
last one, few cared. But if another was occurring…
 Neither girl dared to face Mark as the television announcement continued.

00000000000000000000
 “How soon can you get to Hart Town?” the voice inquired. It was scratchy and 
deep, the default of any voice disguising Magipon.
 Bandersnatch, now decked in an orange wig with painted freckles on his nose, 
reclined against the headboard of the motel room bed. The television across the 
room was at an obnoxious volume to conceal their conversation—not that it really 
mattered in his opinion. Even if the Queen of Hearts herself managed to hear them, she 
wouldn’t understand anything he and his ‘boss’ said.
 “Two, maybe three days. I want things to die down a little in Verna before 
dropping the Fragment off. Speaking of which, have the techies back home found the 
next one yet?”
 The voice sighed. “No. That damn machine always takes its sweet time to alert 
us about anything. Have you seen the news yet?”
 “You mean about the disappearing house in Pulma?” Bandersnatch’s frown 
deepened. At the rate they were going, everything would be gone before they could 
retrieve even half of the Fragments.
 “Exactly. Once you reach Hart Town, ask if they’ve managed to come up with a 
new detection system. Who knows how long the people of Pulma Village have left.” 
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The Serpent and the Knight

 The two women sat on the edge of a cliff which overlooked a narrow beach 
and vast sea. Behind them lay miles of thick jungle canopy, from which they had 
just emerged. Both of their bodies were covered in earth and dried blood. Alexandra 
panted and coughed, her lungs and throat burning from exertion. She warily eyed 
the woman next to her, who seemed to look out to the rolling waves calmly with her 
serpentine eyes. She thought of speaking to her, of asking what she was, and why she 
had helped her, but images of her slit tongue were still fresh in her mind. Time passed 
in silence save for the gentle washing of low-tide water upon the sandy shore. Finally, 
Alexandra began to speak.

 

 “My father was a merchant. He often went overseas to trade. He was usually 
gone for months at a time, but as a little girl I was always so happy when he returned. 
I would have him tell me what he’d seen across the sea, and he would tell me stories 
about visiting cities made entirely of gold or meeting with the king of a massive 
empire. But my favorite ones were about a great sea serpent he said he’d fought.” 
Alexandra looked upwards towards the sky as she spoke, while the other woman 
continued to stare towards the waves.

 

 “One time he set out and just never came back. Eventually we heard that his ship 
had never arrived at the other port. We didn’t know for sure what happened. It might 
have just capsized during a storm. Somehow I convinced myself that the serpent must 
have taken his ship and vowed revenge. And here we are now.”

The sun had begun to swing downward as she spoke, flooding the horizon with a dark 
orange tint. Alexandra stood, the pain from her bruises having subsided over the day’s 
course. 

 

 “I’m not sure what’s happening. But we should try to make a fire for the night.” 
She walked towards the scattered trees at the edge of the jungle and began to gather 
sticks and large dead leaves scattered on the ground. Without any vocal response, the 
other woman also rose to her feet and did the same. 
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